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34 Chapter 1 Computation and fi nancial mathematics

   1G   Percentage increase and decrease REVISION 

  Percentages are often used to describe the proportion by which a quantity has increased or 

decreased. The price of a car in the new year might be increased by   5%  . On a   $70 000   car, this 

equates to a   $3500   increase. The price of a shirt might be marked down by   30%   and if the shirt 

originally cost   $60  , this provides an   $18   discount. It is important to note that the increase or 

decrease is calculated on the original amount.     

  Let’s start: The quicker method 

 Two students, Nicky and Mila, consider the question:   $250   is increased by   15%  . What is the fi nal 

amount? 

 Nicky puts his solution on the board with two steps. 

 Step 1.    15% of $250 = 0.15 × $250
 = $37.50

   

 Step 2.    Final amount = $250 + $37.50
 = $287.50

   

 Mila says that the same problem can be solved with only one step using the number   1.15  .  

•   Can you explain Mila’s method? Write it down.  

•   What if the question was altered so that   $250   is decreased by   15%   . How would Nicky’s and Mila’s 

methods work in this case?  

•   Which of the two methods do you prefer and why?               
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s   ■   To increase an amount by a given percentage, multiply by the sum of   100%   and the given 

percentage. 

 For example: to increase by   30%  , multiply by   (100% + 30%) = 130% = 1.3    

 ■   To decrease an amount by a given percentage, multiply by   100%   minus the given percentage. 

 For example: to decrease by   25%  , multiply by   (100% − 25%) = 75% = 0.75    

 ■   To fi nd a  percentage change  use: 

   percentage change = change

original amount
× 100%     

  Example   19    Increasing by a percentage   

   Increase   $70   by   15%  .     

 SOLUTION   EXPLANATION  

   
100% + 15% = 115%

 = 1.15
   

   $70 × 1.15 = $80.50   

 First add   15%   from   100%  .

Multiply by   1.15   to give   $70   plus the increase in 

one step. 

Stage
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  4  
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351G Percentage increase and decrease

  Example   20    Decreasing by a percentage   

   Decrease   $5.20   by   40%  .     

 SOLUTION   EXPLANATION  

   
 100% − 40% = 60%

 = 0.6
   

$5.20 × 0.6 = $3.12

 First subtract   40%    from   100%    to fi nd the 

percentage remaining. 

 Multiply by   60% = 0.6   to get the result. 

  Example   21    Finding a percentage change   

a    The price of a mobile phone increases from   $250   to   $280  . Find the percentage increase.   

b    The population of a town decreases from   3220   to   2985  . Find the percentage decrease and round to 

1 decimal place.     

 SOLUTION   EXPLANATION  

a       Increase = $280 − $250
 = $30

      First fi nd the actual increase. 

   
Percentage increase = 30

250
× 100

1
%

 = 12%
   

  Divide the increase by the original amount and 

multiply by   100%  .  

b       Decrease = 3220 − 2985
 = 235

      First fi nd the actual decrease. 

   

Percentage decrease = 235
3220

× 100
1

%

 = 7.3% (to 1 d.p)
   

 Divide the decrease by the original population. 

Round as indicated. 

  Example   22    Finding the original amount  

 After rain, the volume of water in a tank increased by   24%   to   2200 L  . How much water was in the tank 

before it rained? Round to the nearest litre.  

 SOLUTION   EXPLANATION  

   
 100% + 24% = 124%

 = 1.24
   

 Write the total percentage as a decimal. 

   

 Original volume × 1.24 = 2200

 ∴ original volume = 2200 ÷ 1.24

 = 1774 L

   
 The original volume is increased by   24%   to give 

  2200   litres. Divide to fi nd the original volume. 

 Round off to nearest litre. 
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36 Chapter 1 Computation and fi nancial mathematics

  Exercise   1G   REVISION  
 UNDERSTANDING AND FLUENCY  

1    Write the missing number.   

a    To increase a number by   40%   , multiply by ________.   

b    To increase a number by   26%   , multiply by ________.   

c    To increase a number by ________, multiply by   1.6  .   

d    To increase a number by ________, multiply by   1.21  .   

e    To decrease a number by   20%   , multiply by ________.   

f    To decrease a number by   73%   , multiply by ________.   

g    To decrease a number by _______, multiply by   0.94  .   

h    To decrease a number by _______, multiply by   0.31  .     

2    The price of a watch increases from   $120   to   $150  .   

a    What is the price increase?   

b    Write this increase as a percentage of the original price.     

3    A person’s weight decreases from   108 kg   to   96 kg  .   

a    What is the weight decrease?   

b    Write this decrease as a percentage of the original weight. Round to 1 decimal place.     

4    Increase the given amounts by the percentage given in the brackets.   

a      $50 (5%)     b      35 min (8%)     c      250 mL (50%)     d      1.6 m (15%)     

e      24.5 kg (12%)     f      25 watts (44%)     g      $13 000 (4.5%)     h      $1200 (10.2%)       

5    Decrease the given amounts by the percentage given in the brackets.   

a      24  cm (20%)     b      35 cm (30%)     c      42 kg (7%)     d      55 min (12%)     

e      $90 (12.8%)     f      220 mL (8%)     g      25°C (28%)     h      $420 (4.2%)       

6    The length of a bike sprint race is increased from   800 m   to   1200 m  . Find the percentage increase.   

7    From the age of   10   to the age of   17  , Nick’s height increased from   125 cm   to   180 cm  . Find the 

percentage increase.   

8 The temperature at night decreased from   25°C   to   18°C  . Find the percentage decrease.

9    Brett, a rising sprint star, lowered his   100 m   time from   13   seconds fl at to   12.48   seconds. Find the 

percentage decrease.   

10    Find the percentage change in these situations, rounding to 1 decimal place in each case.   

a      22 g   increases to   27 g     b      86°C   increases to   109°C     

c      136 km   decreases to   94 km     d      $85.90   decreases to   $52.90        

 PROBLEM-SOLVING AND REASONING  

11    After a price increase of   20%    the cost of entry to a museum rose to   $25.80  . Find the original price.   

12    Average attendance at a sporting match rose by   8%    in the past year to   32 473  . Find the average in 

the previous year to the nearest whole number.   

3, 4–5(½), 6, 8, 91–3, 4–5(½), 6–8 4–5(½), 7, 9, 10

 Example 19 

 Example 20 

 Example 21a 

Example 21b

11–14, 17, 1811–13, 17 13–16, 18–20

 Example 22 
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371G Percentage increase and decrease

13    A car decreased in value by   38%   to   $9235   when it was resold. What was the original price of the 

car to the nearest dollar?   

14    After the redrawing of boundaries, land for a council electorate had decreased by   14.5%   to   165 420   

hectares. What was the original size of the electorate to the nearest hectare?   

15    The total price of an item including GST (at   10%  ) is   $120  . How much GST is paid to the nearest cent?   

16    A consultant charges a school a fee of   $300   per hour including GST (at   10%  ). The school hires the 

consultant for   2   hours but can claim back the GST from the government. Find the net cost of the 

consultant for the school to the nearest cent.   

17    An investor starts with   $1000  .   

a    After a bad day, the initial investment is reduced by   10%  . Find the balance at the end of the day.   

b    The next day is better and the balance is increased by   10%  . Find the balance at the end of the 

second day.   

c    The initial amount decreased by   10%   on the fi rst day and increased by   10%   on the second day. 

Explain why the balance on the second day did not return to   $1000  .     

18    During a sale in a bookstore all travel guides are reduced from   $30   by   20%  . What percentage 

increase is required to take the price back to   $30  ?   

19    The cost of an item is reduced by   50%  . What percentage increase is required to return to its 

original price?   

20    The cost of an item is increased by   75%  . What percentage decrease is required to return to its 

original price? Round to 2 decimal places.    

 ENRICHMENT

Repeated increase and decrease  

21    If the cost of a pair of shoes was increased three times by   10%  ,   15%   and   8%   from an original price 

of   $80  , then the fi nal price would be 

   $80 × 1.10 × 1.15 × 1.08 = $109.30   

 Use a similar technique to fi nd the fi nal price of these items. Round to the nearest cent.   

a    Skis starting at   $450   and increasing by   20%  ,   10%   and   7%     

b    A computer starting at   $2750   and increasing by   6%,  11%   and   4%     

c    A DVD player starting at   $280   and decreasing by   10%,  25%   and   20%     

d    A circular saw starting at   $119   and increasing by   18%,  37%   and   11%       

22    If an amount is increased by the same percentage each time, powers can be used. 

 For example:   50 kg   increased by   12%   three times would increase to: 

   50 kg × 1.12 × 1.12 × 1.12   

   = 50 kg × (1.12)3   

   = 70.25 kg   (to 2 d.p.) 

 Use a similar technique to fi nd the fi nal value in these situations. Round to 2 decimal places.   

a    The mass of a rat initially at   60   grams grows at a rate of   10%   every month for   3   months.   

b    The cost of a new lawnmower initially at   $80 000   increases by   5%   every year for   4   years.   

c    The value of a house initially at   $380 000   decreases by   4%   per year for 3 years.   

d    The length of a pencil initially at   16 cm   decreases through being sharpened by   15%   every week 

for   5   weeks.      

—— 21, 22
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38 Chapter 1 Computation and fi nancial mathematics

   1H   Profi ts and discounts REVISION 

  Percentages are widely used in the world of fi nance. Profi ts, losses, commissions, discounts and 

taxation are often expressed and calculated using percentages.   

  Let’s start: The best discount 

 Two adjacent book shops are selling the same 

book at a discounted price. The recommended 

retail price for the book is the same for both 

shops. Each shop has a sign near the book with 

the given details:  

•   Shop A. Discounted by   25%     

•   Shop B. Reduced by   20%    then take a further 

  10%    off that. 

 Which shop offers the bigger discount? Is the 

difference equal to   5%    of the retail price?               
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s   ■    Profi t  is the amount of money made on a sale. If the profi t is negative, we say that a loss has 

been made.  

•     Profit = selling price − cost price      

 ■    Mark-up  is the amount added to the cost price to produce the selling price.  

•     Selling price = cost price + mark-up      

 ■   The  percentage profi t  or loss can be found by dividing the profi t or loss by the cost price and 

multiplying by   100    .

•     % Profit/Loss = profit or loss

cost price
× 100%      

 ■    Discount  is the amount by which an item is marked down.  

•     New price = original price − discount    

•     Discount = % discount × original price       

Stage

 5.3# 
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 5.3§ 

 5.2 

 5.2◊ 

 5.1 

  4  

Book shops use percentages to advertise 
discounts during a sale.
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391H Profi ts and discounts 

  Example   24    Calculating selling price from mark-up  

 An electrical store marks up all entertainment systems by   30%  . 

 If the cost price of one entertainment system is   $8000  , what will be its selling price?  

 SOLUTION   EXPLANATION  

   
Selling price = 130% of cost price

 = 1.3 × 8000
 = $10 400

   
       Since there is a   30%   mark-up added to the cost 

price   (100%)  , it follows that the selling price is 

  130%   of the cost price. 

  Alternative method  

   
Mark-up = 30% of $8000

 = 0.3 × 8000
 = $2400

   

   
∴ selling price = 8000 + 2400

 = $10 400
   

Change percentage to a decimal and evaluate.

Selling price = cost price + mark-up

  Example   25    Finding the discount amount   

   Harvey Norman advertises a   15%   discount on all equipment as a Christmas special. Find the sale price 

on a projection system that has a marked price of   $18 000  .     

 SOLUTION   EXPLANATION  

   
New price = 85% of  $18 000

 = 0.85 × 18 000
 = $15 300

   
 Discounting by   15%   means the new price is   85%  , 

i.e.   (100 − 15)%   of the original price. 

  Alternative method  

   
Discount = 15% of $18 000

 = 0.15 × 18 000
 = $2700

   

   
∴  new price = 18 000 − 2700

 = $15 300
   

 Change the percentage to a decimal and evaluate. 

 New price is original price minus discount. 

  Example   23    Determining profit  

 A manufacturer produces an item for   $400   and sells it for   $540  .  

a    Determine the profi t made.   

b    Express this profi t as a percentage of the cost price.     

 SOLUTION   EXPLANATION  

a      Profit = $540 − $400
 = $140

         Profit = selling price − cost price    

b      % profit = 140
400

× 100%
 = 35%

        % profit  =   

profit

cost price
× 100%   
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40 Chapter 1 Computation and fi nancial mathematics

  Example   26    Calculating sale saving   

   A toy shop discounts a toy by   10%  , due to a sale. If the sale price was   $10.80  , what was the 

original price?     

 SOLUTION   EXPLANATION  

 Let   $x   be the original price.

  
0.9 × x = 10.8

 x = 10.8 ÷ 0.9
 x = 12

   

   The discount factor = 100% − 10% = 90% = 0.9  . 

Thus   $10.80   is   90%   of the original price. Write 

an equation representing this and solve. 

 The original price was   $12  .  Write the answer in words. 

  Exercise   1H   REVISION  
 UNDERSTANDING AND FLUENCY  

1    Write the missing numbers in these tables. Use 1 decimal place for percentages.   
a        Cost price   ($)      7      18      24.80          460.95      3250   

 Selling price   ($)      10      15.50      26.20      11.80      395       

 Profi t/Loss   ($)                  4.50   profi t        1180   loss 

  Profi t/Loss   (%)                            

b   Cost price   ($)            99.95        199.95                18 000    

  Mark-up   ($)        10                700        16 700        

  Selling price   ($)        40.95        179.95        595.90        1499.95        35 499        26 995    

  Mark-up   (%)                            

    

c         Original price   ($)        100        49.95        29.95                2215    

  New price   ($)        72        40.90            176        299.95        

  Discount   ($)                7.25        23        45.55        178    

  Discount  (%)                           

2    The following percentage discounts are given on the price of various products. State the percentage 

of the original price that each product is selling for.   

a      10%     b      20%     c      15%     d      8%       

3    A manufacturer produces and sells items for the prices shown.   

i    Determine the profi t made.   

ii    Express this profi t as a percentage of the cost price.     

a    Cost price   $10  , selling price   $12     

b    Cost price   $20  , selling price   $25     

c    Cost price   $120  , selling price   $136.80     

d    Cost price   $1400  , selling price   $3850       

2–5, 7, 8, 11–131–7, 11, 13 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 13, 14

Example 23
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411H Profi ts and discounts 

4    Dom runs a pizza business. Last year he took in   $88 000   and it cost him   $33 000   to run. What is his 

percentage profi t for the year? Round to 2 decimal places.   

5    It used to take   20   hours to fl y to Los Angeles. It now takes   12   hours. What is the percentage 

decrease in travel time?   

6    Rob goes to the races with   $600   in his pocket. He leaves at the end of the day with   $45  . What is his 

percentage loss?   

7    Helen owns a handicrafts store that has a policy of marking up all of its items by   25%  . If the cost 

price of one article is   $30  , what will be its selling price?   

8    Lenny marks up all computers in his store by   12.5%  . If a computer cost him   $890  , what will be the 

selling price of the computer, to the nearest dollar?   

9    A dining room table sells for   $448  . If its cost price was   $350  , determine the percentage mark-up on 

the table.   

10    A used-car dealer purchases a vehicle for   $13 000   and sells it for   $18 500  . Determine the 

percentage mark-up on the vehicle to 1 decimal place.   

11    A store is offering a   15%   discount for customers who pay with cash. Rada wants a microwave oven 

marked at   $175  . How much will she pay if she is paying with cash?   

12    A camera store displays a camera marked at   $595   and a lens marked at   $380  . Sam is offered a 

discount of   22%   if he buys both items. How much will he pay for the camera and lens?   

13    A refrigerator is discounted by   25%  . If Paula pays   $460   for it, what was the original price? Round 

to the nearest cent.   

14    Maria put a   $50 000   deposit on a house. What is the cost of the house if the deposit is   15%   of the 

total price? Round to the nearest dollar.    

 PROBLEM-SOLVING AND REASONING  

15    A store marks up a   $550   widescreen television by   30%  . During a sale it is discounted by   20%  . 

What is the percentage change in the original price of the television?   

16    An armchair was purchased for a cost price of   $380   and marked up to a retail price. It was then 

discounted by   10%   to a sale price of   $427.50  . What is the percentage mark-up from the cost price 

to the retail price?   

17    Pairs of shoes are manufactured for   $24  . They are sold to a warehouse with a mark-up of   15%  . The 

warehouse sells the shoes to a distributor after charging a holding fee of   $10   per pair. The distributor 

sells them to Fine Shoes for a percentage profi t of   12%  . The store then marks them up by   30%  .   

a    Determine the price of a pair of shoes if you buy it from one of the Fine Shoes stores (round to 

the nearest   5   cents).   

b    What is the overall percentage mark-up of a pair of shoes to the nearest whole per cent?   

Example 24

Example 25

Example 26

15, 16, 18, 1915, 18 16, 17, 19, 20
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42 Chapter 1 Computation and fi nancial mathematics

18    An item before being sold includes a percentage mark-up as well as a sale discount. Does it make a 

difference in which order the mark-up and discount occur? Explain your answer.     

19    Depreciation relates to a reduction in value. A computer depreciates in value by   30%   in its fi rst 

year. If its original value is   $3000  , fi nd its value after one year.   

20    John buys a car for   $75 000  . The value of the car depreciates at   15%   per year. After   1   year the car is 

worth 85% of its original value, i.e.   85% of  $75 000 = 0.85 × 75 000 = $63 750  .   

a    What is the value of the car, to the nearest cent, after:   

i    2 years?   

ii    5 years?     

b    After how many years will the car fi rst be worth less than   $15 000  ?      

 ENRICHMENT

Deposits and discounts  

21    A car company offers a special discount deal. After the cash deposit is paid, the amount that 

remains to be paid is discounted by a percentage that is one tenth of the deposit percentage. 

 For example, a deposit of $8000 on a   $40 000   car represents   20%   of the cost. The remaining 

  $32 000   will be discounted by   2%  . 

 Find the amount paid for each car given the following car price and deposit. Round to 2 decimal 

places where necessary.   

a      Price = $35 000,  deposit = $7000     

b      Price = $45 000,  deposit = $15 000     

c      Price = $28 000,  deposit = $3500     

d      Price = $33 400,  deposit = $5344     

e      Price = $62 500,  deposit = $5000     

f      Price = $72 500,  deposit = $10 150        

—— 21
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431I Income

        1I   Income 

  For many people, income is made up largely of the money they receive from their paid 

work – their job. Depending on the job, this payment can be made by a number of different 

methods. Many professional workers will receive an annual fi xed  salary , which may be 

paid monthly or fortnightly. Casual workers, including those working in the retail area or 

restaurants, may receive a  wage  where they 

are paid a rate per hour worked – this rate 

may be higher out of regular working 

hours such as weekends or public 

holidays. Many sales people, including 

some real estate agents, may receive 

a weekly fee (a  retainer ) but may also 

receive a set percentage of the amount of 

sales they make (a  commission ). From their 

income, people have to pay living costs 

such as electricity, rent, groceries and other 

items. In addition, they have to pay tax to 

the government, which funds many of the 

nation’s infrastructure projects and welfare. 

The method in which this tax is paid from 

their income may also vary.    

  Stage  

    5.3#    

   5.3   

    5.3§    

   5.2   

   5.2◊   

   5.1   

      4      

  Let’s start: Which job pays better? 

 Ben and Nick are both looking for part-time jobs and they spot the following advertisements.  

   Kitchen hand          Offi ce assistant   

    $9.40   per hour,   $14.10   per hour on weekends        Receive   $516   per month for   12   hours work per week  

•   Nick chooses to work as the kitchen hand. If in his fi rst week he works   4   hours during the week and 

  8   hours at the weekend, how much will he earn?  

•   Ben works as the offi ce assistant. How much does he earn per week if he works   4   weeks in a month? 

What does his hourly rate turn out to be?  

•   If Nick continues to work   12   hours in a week, does he earn more than Ben if he only works on week 

days? How many weekday hours must Nick work to match Ben’s pay?  

•   Out of the   12   hours, what is the minimum number of hours Nick must work at the weekend to earn at 

least as much as Ben?             
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44 Chapter 1 Computation and fi nancial mathematics

 K
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s   ■   Workers who earn a  wage  (for example, a casual waiter) are paid a fi xed rate per hour. Hours 

outside the normal working hours (public holidays etc.) are paid at a higher rate called 

 overtime . This can occur in a couple of common ways:  

•    Time and a half:  pay is   1.5   times the usual hourly rate  

•    Double time:  pay is twice the usual hourly rate    

 ■   Workers who earn a  salary  (for example, an engineer) are paid a fi xed amount per year, say 

  $95 000  . This is often paid monthly or fortnightly.  

•     12   months in a year and approximately   52 weeks in a year = 26 fortnights       

 ■   Some wage and salary earners are paid  leave loading . When they are on holidays, they earn 

their normal pay plus a bonus called leave loading. This is usually   17.5%   of their normal pay. 

   
100% + 17.5% = 117.5%

 = 1.175
   

 

pay
$1500

A B
× 1.175

÷ 1.175

Holiday
pay

$1762.50

Normal

 

   Leave loading = 17.5% of A = $262.50    

 ■   Some people are paid according to the number of items they produce. This is called  piecework .  

 ■    Commission  is a proportion of the overall sales amount. Salespeople may receive a 

commission of their sales as well as a set weekly or monthly fee called a  retainer .  

•     Commission = % commission × total sales      

 ■   A person’s  gross income  is the total income that they earn. The  net income  is what is left after 

deductions, such as tax and union fees, are subtracted.  

•     Net income = gross income − deductions       

 ■    Taxation  is paid to the government once a person’s taxable income passes a set amount. 

The amount paid depends on the person’s taxable income.   

  Example   27    Comparing wages and salaries   

   Ken earns an annual salary of   $59 735   and works a   38  -hour week. His wife Brooke works part time in 

retail and earns   $21.80   per hour.   

a    Calculate how much Ken earns per week.   

b    Determine who has the higher hourly rate of pay.   

c    If Brooke works on average   18   hours per week, what is her yearly income?   

d    Ken takes a 4-week holiday on normal pay plus leave loading. How much will he be paid during his 

holiday?       
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451I Income

 SOLUTION   EXPLANATION  

a       Weekly rate = $59 735 ÷ 52
 = $1148.75

   

   ∴    Ken earns   $1148.75   per week   

    $59 735   pay in a year. 
 There are approximately   52   weeks in a year.  

b    Brooke:   $21.80/h   

 Ken:   $1148.75 ÷ 38   

   = $30.23/h   

   ∴   Ken is paid more per hour.   

  Ken works   38   hours in week. 

   Hourly rate = weekly rate ÷ number of hours  . 

Round to the nearest cent. 

 Compare hourly rates.  

c       Weekly income =  $21.80 × 18
 = $392.40

   

    Yearly income = $392.4 × 52
 = $20 404.80

     

    Weekly income = hourly rate × number of hours  . 

 Multiply by   52   weeks to get yearly income.  

d    Ken earns   $1148.75   per week. 

   1148.75 × 4 = $4595   normal pay 

   $4595 × 1.175 = $5399.13   (to   2   d.p.)   

 Ken receives his normal pay for   4   weeks. 

 To add on leave loading, multiply normal pay 

by   1.175  . 

  Example   28    Calculating overtime   

   Georgie works some weekends and late nights in addition to normal working hours and has overtime 

pay arrangements with her employer.   

a    Calculate how much Georgie earns if she works   16   hours during the week at the normal hourly rate 

of   $18.50   and   6   hours on the weekend at time and a half.   

b    Georgie’s hourly rate is changed. In a week she works   9   hours at the normal rate,   4   hours at time 

and a half and   5   hours at double time. If she earns   $507.50  , what is her hourly rate?       

 SOLUTION   EXPLANATION  

a    Earnings at normal rate 

   = 16 × $18.50   

   = $296   

 Earnings at time and half 

   = 6 × 1.5 × $18.50   

   = $166.50   

   
Total earnings = $296 + $166.50

 = $462.50
   

 Alternative method: 

   6   hours of time and half 

   = 6 × 1.5   

   = 9   hours of normal time 

   9 + 16 = 25   

   25 × $18.50 = $462.50     

    16   hours at standard rate 

 Time and a half is   1.5   times the standard rate. 

 Combine earnings. 

 Georgie’s pay is equivalent to working   25   hours 

of normal time.  
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 SOLUTION   EXPLANATION  

b    Equivalent hours worked in week 

   
= 9 + (4 × 1.5) + (5 × 2)
= 9 + 6 + 10
= 25 hours

   

   
 Hourly rate = $507.50 ÷ 25

 = $20.30
   

   ∴   Georgie earns   $20.30   per hour   

 Calculate the number of equivalent hours worked. 

  4   hours at time and half is the same pay as for 

working   6   hours   (4 × 1.5)  ,   5   hours at double time 

is the same as working   10   hours   (5 × 2)  . 

 Divide weekly earnings by the   25   equivalent 

hours worked. 

  Example   29    Calculating commission and piecework   

a    A saleswoman is paid a retainer of   $1500   per month. She also receives a commission of   1.25%   

on the value of goods she sells. If she sells goods worth   $5600   during the month, calculate her 

earnings for that month.   

b    David is paid for picking fruit. He is paid   $35   for every bin he fi lls. Last week he worked 8 hours 

per day for   6   days and fi lled   20   bins. Calculate his hourly rate of pay.     

 SOLUTION   EXPLANATION  

a      Commission = 1.25% of $5600
 = 0.0125 × $5600
 = $70

      Calculate the commission on sales. Change the 

percentage to a decimal and evaluate. 

   
Earnings = $1500 + $70

 = $1570
   

    Earnings = retainer + commission    

b      $35 × 20 = $700   

   8 × 6 = 48 hours   

   $700 ÷ 48 = $14.58   (to   2   d.p.)   

 This is David’s pay for the week:   20   bins at 

  $35   each. 

 This is David’s hourly rate. 

  Exercise   1I  
  UNDERSTANDING AND FLUENCY  

1    An   employee has an annual salary of   $47 424   and works   38  -hour weeks. Find the average earnings:   

a    per month   b    per week   c    per hour      

2    A shop assistant is paid   $11.40   per hour. Calculate the assistant’s earnings from the following 

hours worked.   

a      7   hours   

b      5.5   hours   

c      4   hours at twice the hourly rate (double time)   

d      6   hours at   1.5   times the hourly rate (time and a half)      

3    Find the commission earned on the given sales fi gures if the percentage commission is   20%  .   

a      $1000     b      $280     c      $4500     d      $725.50        

3, 5, 6, 8–111–6, 8–11 5, 7, 10–13
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4    Find the net weekly income given the following payslip.  

  Earnings   $2037.25   
 Leave loading   $356.52   
 Tax   $562.00   
 Union   $15.77   
 Social club   $5.00   
 Health insurance   $148.00    

5         a    Calculate the hourly rate of pay for a   38  -hour working week with an annual salary of:   

i      $38 532     ii      $53 352     iii      $83 980       

b    Calculate the yearly income for someone who earns   $24.20   per hour and in a week works, 

on average:   

i      24   hours   ii      35   hours   iii      16   hours        

6 Mary earns   $800   per week. Calculate her holiday pay for   4   weeks, including leave loading 

at   17.5%  . 

7    A job has a normal working hours pay rate of   $9.20   per hour. Calculate the pay including overtime 

from the following hours worked.   

a      3   hours and   4   hours at time and a half   b      4   hours and   6   hours at time and a half   

c      14   hours and   3   hours at double time   d      20   hours and   5   hours at double time   

e      10   hours and   8   hours at time and a half and   3   hours at double time   

f      34   hours and   4   hours at time and a half and   2   hours at double time      

8    Calculate how many hours at the standard hourly rate the following working hours are 

equivalent to.   

a      3   hours and   2   hours at double time   

b      6   hours and   8   hours at time and a half   

c      15   hours and   12   hours at time and a half   

d      10   hours time and a half and   5   hours at double time   

e      20   hours and   6   hours at time and a half and   4   hours at double time   

f      32   hours and   4   hours at time and a half and   1   hour at double time      

9 Jim, a part-time gardener, earned   $261   in a week. If he worked   12   hours during normal working 

hours and   4   hours overtime at time and a half, what was his hourly rate of pay? 

10    Sally earned   $329.40   in a week. If she worked   10   hours during the week and   6   hours on Saturday 

at time and a half and   4   hours on Sunday at double time, what was her hourly rate of pay?    

11 Amy works at Best Bookshop. During one week she sells books valued at   $800  . If she earns   $450   

per week plus   5%   commission, how much does she earn in this week? 

12    Jason works for a caravan company. If he sells   $84 000   worth of caravans in a month, and he earns 

  $650   per month plus   4%   commission on sales, how much does he earn that month?    

Example 27a–c

Example 27d

Example 28a

Example 28b

Example 29a
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13    For each of the following, fi nd the:   

i    annual net income   

ii    percentage of gross income paid as tax. Round to 1 decimal place where necessary.     

a      Gross annual income = $48 241,  tax withdrawn = $8206     

b      Gross annual income = $67 487,  tax withdrawn = $13 581.20     

c      Gross monthly income = $4041,  tax withdrawn = $606.15     

d      Gross monthly income = $3219,  tax withdrawn = $714.62        

  PROBLEM-SOLVING AND REASONING  

14    Arrange the following workers in order of most to least earned in a week of work.   

•    Adam has an annual salary of   $33 384  .   

•    Bill works for   26   hours at a rate of   $22.70   per hour.   

•    Cate earns   $2964   per month. (Assume   52   weeks in a year.)   

•    Diana does shift work   4   days of the week between 10 p.m. and 4 a.m. She earns   $19.90   per 

hour before midnight and   $27.50   per hour after midnight.   

•    Ed works   18   hours at the normal rate of   $18.20   per hour,   6   hours at time and a half and 4 hours 

at double time in a week.      

15    Stephen earns an hourly rate of   $17.30   for the fi rst   38   hours, time and a half for the next   3   hours 

and double time for each extra hour above that. Calculate his earnings if he works   44   hours in a 

week.    

16    Jessica works for Woods Real Estate and earns $800 per week plus   0.05%   commission. If this 

week she sold three houses valued at   $334 000  ,   $210 000   and   $335 500  , respectively, how much 

will she have earned?    

17    A door-to-door salesman sells   10   security systems in one week at   $1200   each. For the week, 

he earns a total of   $850  , including a retainer of   $300   and a commission. Find his percentage 

commission correct to 2 decimal places.    

18    Mel is taking her holidays. She receives   $2937.50  . This includes her normal pay and   17.5%   leave 

loading. How much is the leave loading?   

19      Mike delivers the local newspaper. He is paid   $30   to deliver   500   newspapers. How much is he paid 

for each one?    

20    Karl is saving and wants to earn   $90   from a casual job paying   $7.50   per hour.   

a    How many hours must he work to earn   $90  ?   

b    Karl can also work some hours for which he is paid time and a half. He decides to work   x   hours 

at the normal rate and   y   hours at time and a half to earn   $90  . If   x   and   y   are both positive whole 

numbers, fi nd the possible combinations for   x   and   y  .      

21    A car salesman earns   2%    commission on sales up to   $60 000   and   2.5%    on sales above that.   

a    Determine the amount earned on sales worth:   

i      $46 000     ii      $72 000       

b    Write a rule for the amount (  A   dollars) earned on sales of   $x   if:   

i      x ≤ 60 000     ii      x > 60 000          

15–17, 19, 2014, 15, 19 16–18, 20–22

Example 29b
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22    Kim has a job selling jewellery. She is about to enter into one of two new payment plans:   

•    Plan A:   $220   per week plus   5%    of sales   

•    Plan B:   9%    of sales and no set weekly retainer   

a    What value of sales gives the same return from each plan?   

b    Explain how you would choose between plan A and plan B.        

 ENRICHMENT

Reading and interpreting an example of a payslip including superannuation  

23    The following payslip is given at the end of every fortnight to a part-time teacher who is employed 

for 3 days per week (6 days per fortnight).  

              PAYSLIP          

                        

  EMPLOYER: ABC School                      

  EMPLOYEE: J. Bloggs                      

  Fortnight ending: 17/06/2012        AWARD:        Teachers      

                        

      EARNINGS    QUANTITY    RATE    AMOUNT      

      Ordinary pay      6.00        339.542307        $2037.25        

                        

      DEDUCTIONS    AMOUNT    DETAILS          

      Tax      $562.00                

                        

      PROVISIONS    EARNED    TAKEN    BALANCE      

      Superannuation      $183.35        0.00        $2756.02        

      SUMMARY                  

      PAY DATE    17/06/2012    Year to date          

      GROSS      $2037.25        $30 766.42            

      TAX      $562.00        $8312.00            

      DEDUCTIONS      $0.00        $0.00            

      NET      $1475.25        $22 454.42            

a    Use the internet to research and answer parts  i – iv .   

i    Find the meaning of the word ‘superannuation’.   

ii    Why is superannuation compulsory for all workers in Australia?   

iii    What percentage of gross income is compulsory superannuation?   

iv    What happens to the superannuation that is paid to employees?     

b    This employee earned   $2037.25   (before tax) plus   $183.35   superannuation. Was this the correct 

amount of superannuation?   

c    According to the ‘year to date’ fi gures, how much tax has been paid?   

d    Using the ‘year to date’ fi gures, express the tax paid as a percentage of the gross income.   

e    Complete this sentence: For this worker, approximately _______ cents in every dollar goes to 

the Australian Taxation Offi ce.      

—— 23
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